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 AN ANCIENT MAP OF THE WORLD.

 In the old European maps of the world we find that, start-

 ing from some well-known centre and branching out toward the

 four points of the compass, the details become less and less

 definite, until at last the cartographer was compelled by the lack of

 definite knowledge to draw heavily upon his imagination, and

 peopled the distant seas with all sorts of grotesque conceits. The

 imagination abhors a vacuum, and, so long as no rational explana-

 tion of a phenomenon is forthcoming, man is forced to supply the

 void from the fertile realms of fancy.

 That human nature is the same the world over is shown by the

 accompanying map of the world as conceived by the Chinese and

 Korean mind. The only difference between this map and those of

 the Middle Ages in Europe is one of degree. The Oriental has

 allowed himself to draw more heavily upon his imagination than

 the Occidental dared to do. As Italy was the geographical centre

 of the world as known to the Occident, so China, the "Middle

 Kingdom," was the centre of all things to the denizen of the Far

 East.

 It will be noticed that the centre of the map contains a single

 continent; that this is surrounded by a sea filled with island king-
 doms; that this, again, is surrounded by land in the shape of a,ring,

 and that about the whole flows the great ocean, which, according

 to the cartographer, is represented (I50) as an "*endless sea." The

 map is complete, and nothing is conceded as being unknown. It

 was not deemed wise to allow the public to suspect that there was

 any land that the cartographer did not know.

 It appears that this central continent represents Asia alone,
 India being at the southwest corner. The only rivers definitely

 given are the Yellow River, the Yang-tse, and the Mekong, all of
 which are represented fairly well. The general course of each of

 these is approximately as given here. It is interesting to note that

 China proper is represented as lying between the Yellow River and

 the Yang-tse, which, as history proves, was the real birthplace

 of the Chinese people. Korea and the Yellow Sea. are also well

 represented, but when we go farther afield than this we find con-

 fusion at once. Annam is not far out of the way; but the land to

 the west of it, which must represent Siam and Burmah, is highly

 fanciful. The water to the east of India must be the Bay of

 600
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 An Ancient Hap of the WorZd. 601

 Bengal, and the two forks at the head of it may represent the Irra-

 waddi and Salween Rivers. If this is so, the Kwen-lun Mountains
 (123) are not far enough out of their proper place to call for severe

 criticism. The unnamed lake to the north of these mountains may

 be the Caspian Sea, by a stretch of the imagination.

 We note that the name of the map is put at the two upper

 corners, and means (146) " Under the Heavens " and (147) " The
 Whole Map." Around the edge are arranged some statements of a

 general nature-namely, that the distance around the world is some

 thirty million miles; that the world contains eighty-four thousand

 different countries; that it is surrounded by a limitless ocean;
 that the stars vary in width from twelve to thirty miles; that the
 sun and moon are nine hundred miles wide, and that the heavens

 and the earth are separated by a distance of I20,ooo,6oo miles
 (English). The definiteness implied in the last 6oo miles is con-
 clusive as to the accuracy of the figures!

 It is not necessary to go over the whole map and mention each

 land in particular, but there are certain ones that demand a word
 of comment. In the far north we find, for instance, the " Covered

 Lake" (4). This might well refer to the great ice-covered Arctic
 Ocean; and the "Land Without Sunshine" (6) is not a bad
 description of the sub-Arctic winter. The "1 Land where Political

 Divisions were First Made" is a pretty conceit (8), but we wonder

 that the Chinaman should have conceded the invention of that con-

 trivance to another people. If we were to attempt a comparison

 between these names and those of European myth and legend we

 should say that this corresponds in a melancholy manner with the

 story of Pandora and her box.

 One of the most important of these names is that of Pusang (I7),

 to the extreme right of the map. In Korean and Chinese legend

 this land lay 70,000 Z: or 2I,000 miles, to the east of China. In that
 country grew enormous trees, 400 feet in height. Some people

 think this refers to America; and it certainly matches the facts verv
 well. The distance is exaggerated, but the fact that it lies far to

 the east, and that it grows such phenomenal trees, would indicate
 that the land mentioned is the Pacific coast of America; but it
 will be noted that there are two other places named Pusang as well

 (67) and (76), so that it appears that the Chinese were in the dark
 as to its exact location. Somewhat north of this Pusang lies

 " Heaven Balance Mountain" (io), which reminds us forcibly of
 the tale of Atlas. If we might give reins to fancy, we could easily
 conceive thatthe "Land of Superior Men " (22) referred to the Aztec
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 602 An Ancient Map of the World.

 civilization, which may have been in its zenith at the time this map
 was made. In the "'Land of Women" (24) we find a counterpart
 to the Amazons of our Western mythology.

 Passing around to the south, we come to the " Land where Peo-

 ple do not Die " (33), evidently the Sheol, Happy Hunting-grounds,

 Valhalla of the West. The "I Land where People have Animals'

 Heads " (35) is a Brobdingnagian conceit, as also is the " Land of
 Giants " (9). In the far west we find the " Cloud-governed Land"
 (46). Surely this cannot mean England. And yet how apposite!

 Passing around to the northeast, again, we find the " Land of

 Hairy People." This may possibly refer to the Ainus. If 64 re-
 presents the southern island of Japan, and 68 the middle island, then
 62 might easily stand for the Hokkaido or North Island, where the

 Ainus live. The land numbered 65 is right beside Japan, and is
 called " Land of Asking Trousers," but we would hardly dare say

 that this refers to the fact that this useful garment has, until lately,
 not been in common use in Japan. "Glass Bead Land " or
 Loo-choo Islands seems to lie too far away from Japan; and we can
 make nothing of the large island containing 68, 69, and 70, which

 seems to lie partly between Japan and Loo-choo. Siam is mistakenly
 made an island, and is placed (74) north of Annam. " The Land
 where Wood is Eaten " (82) may refer to the fact that so many of
 the people in Polynesia live on fruits almost exclusively. The
 " Land of Fire-haters " (89) lying near the Equator, is well named,

 though it is hard to recognize it asany existing people.
 Passing toward the west, we find the four contiguous peoples

 called respectively " Extraordinary Land," " Land of Good Agri-
 culture," "Land of Musical People" and "Land of Vain People."
 These are about where Europe ought to be, 'and whether the names
 are apposite the reader must judge for himself. Norway might be
 called the " Deep Sun Land " (io6), as the sun does not rise high
 in the heavens even in summer.

 But, seriously, it is impossible to verify more than a few of the
 places on this map. From a genuinely geographical standpoint it
 is worthless, but to the student of folk-lore it opens a wide field of
 study. All these places and peoples are mentioned in one place or
 another in Chinese and Korean literature, and the time may come
 when it will be possible to verify a large number of the names. At
 any rate, this map should be preserved for purposes of reference
 when the great subject of Chinese lore is thoroughly opened up.
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 INDEX TO THE MAP.

 x The Tree that Shades a thousand Ei
 (300 miles).

 2 The Lake a thousand 1i around (300
 miles).

 3 Land of People with Deep-set Eyes.
 4 The Covered Lake.

 5 The Mountain of Man's Origin.
 6 The Land Without Sunshine.

 7 The Land of Shoulder Comparison.
 8 The Land where Political Divisions

 were Invented.

 9 The Land of Giants.
 IO The Heaven Balance Mountain.

 ii The Land of Light Men.

 12 The Land of Little Sky.
 13 The Medium Land (Middle-great

 country).

 14 Land of the Elder Dragon.

 xI Mountain of the Shaking Aspen.
 z6 Sweet Mountain.

 17 Pusang (Mulberry-holder) Place of
 Sun- and Moon-rise.

 IS Sweet Lake.

 I9 The Land of Summer.

 20 The Lowly Land.

 21 Mountain of Bright Valleys.
 22 The Land of Superior Men.

 23 The Middle-face Land (Men with
 faces in their breasts).

 24 Land of Women.

 25 Land of Black People.
 26 Mountain of Waiting.

 27 Medicine-gate Mountain (synonym for
 " far ").

 28 White Lake.

 29 (Wanting.)

 30 Land of Rat's Name.
 31 Land Full of People.

 32 Land of Loading People (Place for
 dumping surplus population).
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 604 An Ancient Map of the World.

 33 The Land where People do not Die.

 34 Land where it is Hard to Live.

 35 Land of People with Animals' Heads.

 36 Angry Mountain.

 37 Ascending Mountain.

 38 Heaven Plateau Mountain.

 39 Lump of Earth Mountain.

 40 Land Civilized by the First Emperor
 of China.

 4I Land of Border People.

 42 Mountain of Fire Spirits (who control
 all fire).

 43 Bean-man Land (small and round as
 beans).

 44 Volcano Land.

 45 Great Famine Mountain.

 46 Cloud-governed Land.

 47 Woman's Land (The Umbrella Pine).

 48 Corner Mountain.

 49 Land of Sun and Moon Setting.

 50 The Land of Carts.

 51 Land of Linen.

 52 Land of Polite Women.

 53 Great Circumference Mountain.

 54 Mountain of the Classics.

 55 All-white Mountain.

 56 Sentence Mountain.
 57 Mountain of the Great Field.

 58 Land of Satisfaction.

 59 The Land of North Flight.

 6o The Land of Troubled People.

 6i Shooting Yet Mountain.

 62 The Land of Hairy People.

 63 Bright Level Land.

 64 Japan (birthplace of the sun).

 65 Mountain of Asking Trousers.

 66 Sunrise Land.

 67 Pusang.

 68 The Land where Canonized Spirits
 Play.

 69 Great Corner Mountain.

 70 Mountain Beside the Water.
 7i Broad Brow Mountain.

 72 Loo-choo Islands (Glass Bead Land).
 73 True December Mountain.

 74 Siam (Fine Silk Land).
 75 Bright Foot Land.

 76 Pusang.

 77 Double Gold Land.

 78 Land of Pigeons' Origin.
 79 The Land of Good Men.

 So Twin Boulder Mountain.

 Si Long Sandy Land.

 82 Land where Wood is Eaten.

 83 Land of the Tongue Mountain.

 84 Far Distant Land.

 85 Land of Immortality.
 86 Land of Cross-legged People.

 87 Land of Long-armed People.

 88 Land of People with Pierced Breasts.

 89 Land of Fire Haters.

 go Land of Breast-joined People.
 9I Transportation Land.

 92 Land of Three-headed People.

 93 Arm Land.

 94 Uninteresting Land.

 95 Three Spirit Land.
 96 Extraordinary Land.

 97 Land of Good Agriculture.

 98 Land of Musical People.

 99 Land of Vain People.

 ioo Land of Abject People.

 ioi Land of Monkish People.

 I02 Land of Sorceresses.

 I03 Land of Pears.

 I04 One Day Land.

 I05 Land without Leisure.

 io6 Deep Sun Land.

 I07 Land of White People.

 ioS Money-bag Land.

 IO9 Land of People without Bowels.

 I IO Tangled String Land.

 iii Land of Story-tellers.

 II2 Wide Father Land.

 II3 Great Mountain Pass Land.

 I14 Land of Playing Spirits.

 II5 Red-legged People's Land.
 ii6 Great Neck Land.

 II7 Suk-sin Tribe (anciently in northern

 Korea).

 II8 Tortoise Mountain.

 II9 Korea (Ch6sun) " Morning Fresh-

 ness. "

 I20 Great Mountain.

 I2I Everlasting Mountain.

 I22 Yellow River.

 I23 Kuen-lun Mountains.

 124 Bright Mountain.

 I25 China. " Middle Kingdom."
 I26 Dot Mountain.

 I27 Heaven Star Mountain.
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 An Ancient Map of the World. 605

 128 Middle Mountain.

 129 The River (Yangtse).

 I30 Red River (Mekong).
 13i Three Emperors' Mountain.
 I32 Annam.

 I33 Owl Light Land.

 134 Border Guard Wild Tribe.
 I35 Twelve Lands.

 136 Ocean Water.

 I37 Black Water.

 I38 Far Bridle Town.

 139 Middle Sand.

 i40 Cart Teacher.
 I4I Good Sewing.

 I42 A Wild Tribe (Wulchi).

 I43 The Crow's Grandson.
 144 Great Land.

 145 India.

 SEUL, KOREA.

 I46 Under Heaven (The World).
 I47 The Whole Map.

 I48 The distance around the world is
 I00,035,000 li, or 30,0I0, 500 miles
 (English).

 I49 In all the four quarters of the earth
 there are 84,000 lands.

 I50 Surrounding these lands there is an
 endless sea.

 i5i Small stars are forty ii wide (twelve
 miles).

 I52 Medium stars are eighty 1i wide
 (twenty-four miles).

 I53 Great stars are Ioo ii wide (thirtv
 miles).

 154 The sun and moon are each 3,000 1i
 wide (goo miles).

 I55 Between heaven and earth the dis-
 tance is 400,002,000 li (equivalent
 to I20,000,600 miles).

 H. B. HULBERT.

 RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

 WATER SUPPLY AND IRRIGATION PAPERS.

 No. 89 deals with the water resources of Salinas Valley in Cali-

 fornia, the author being Mr. Homer Hamlin. No. go, by J. E.
 Todd and C. M. Hall, describes the geology and water resources

 of the lower James River Valley, South Dakota.

 No. 9I. The Xatural Features and Economic Development of the

 Sandusky, Maumee , Muskingum, and Miami Drainage Areas in Ohio,

 by Benjamin H. Flynn and Margaret S. Flynn, I30 pp. Mr. F. H.
 Newell, in transmitting this paper for publication, calls attention
 to the special interest of such parts of this report as describe the

 history of water powers, their relation to the canals of Ohio, and

 the decline in values following upon establishment of modern

 methods in manufactures, trade, and transportation.

 No. 93. Proceedings of First Conference of Engineers of the Recla-

 mvation Service, vith accom.panying papers, compiled by F. H. Newell.
 This conference was held at Ogden, Utah, in September, 1903, in

 connection with the Eleventh Irrigation Congress. Its purpose

 was to secure mutual acquaintance among the engineers of the new
 Reclamation Service, and the discussion of problems of fresh and

 common interest arising in connection with this work.. The his-
 tory and organization of the Service are set forth in considerable
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